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Details of Visit:

Author: MartinTJ
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 18 Oct 2016 0:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.leedsescortsvip.co.uk/

The Premises:

The Lady:

Lovely outgoing, funny and friendly Yorkshire lass. She is fairly tall - about 5'6", with medium length
dark hair and green eyes (I think coloured contact lenses but not certain). Early/mid 20's. Very nice
skin and in really good shape - not too skinny but with no excess weight.

The Story:

Anastasia called just as she was arriving at the hotel as there had been problems before for her
getting in to that location after a certain time of night so I met her outside. Immediately it was like
meeting up with an old friend, she is very friendly and with a great sense of humour - likes to chat
too which is a good thing as far as I'm concerned but might be annoying for those not interested in
that side of things!

She is fairly straightforward and to the point but really gets into things - seems to genuinely enjoy
sex and isn't afraid to show that she's having a good time. Of course, it may mostly have been for
effect, but if so she is a great actress! Covered BJ followed by a 3 or 4 different positions. Not a
clock-watcher, she was in no rush to leave and stayed a bit over time.

Anastasia is definitely more GFE than PSE, but is fantastic company and it is a very good thing for
my bank balance that I don't find myself in Leeds very often.

A great girl, highly recommended.
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